To insure the Non-Rental Tracking units:
Tracking unit Insurance: as 2019 R17.50 per/vehicle. Pay only for a callout.
IT COVERS: A tracking unit is only warrantied for 2 years from new, rather expensive when you pay
twice for the price of one if it goes faulty. Defective units could happen, they could blow by jump
starting the batteries incorrectly or humidity could cause faulty units also they age and even after an
accident it could damage them to become faulty. Also some stand for ever in hot sunny weather year in
and year out which obviously hot good for the unit. There is also a time when units reach their working
ability; you will notice the tracking becomes sluggish etc.
We have noticed over the years, we had to replace some customer’s units. While it’s not in there
budget plan so that in terms could be a problem, there is nobody to blame. It’s when something you
can’t afford put off for a while. And the driver gets to know then it cost you even more till you back on
track. It is recommended to change them every four years if they don’t go faulty before then. The
battery inside the units is left to be. They have a unpredictable certainty, they can last from 24 months
onwards.

The Benefits. The math proves it costs you less than half for a new unit to replace it. Either way the
client gains the most. The other befit is that we will monitor the units on our panel by doing daily check
and reports of the ones that seem faulty, and report to the owners if necessary. Removing and installing
into another would also work out half the price.

Tracking agreement plan. This only reduces the financial burden and not the actual chances of
the unit not breaking. Insurance is just a risk transfer mechanism. If a person is financially stable
and plans for unexpected events, they may be able to go without this insurance.

Cover includes when; Units could be damaged due to jumpstarting the vehicles batteries.
Signals are lost and disordered or not even in position where it should be in a 10 meters radius.
There is a possibility where a unit could be running a vehicles battery down this must be checked
by the technician.
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